Friday 1st February
We’ve had such a busy week this week in
Waveney Class and the children were very
THIS WEEK’S
excited to see and play in the snow.
READING STARS
Our theme book was Aliens Love Underpants.
The Reception children made shape aliens
and described them. Nursery turned
pictures of themselves into giant aliens. The
Gold
children have read and written high frequency words that
were written on pictures of pants. We talked about what the
Henry Popaj
planets look like and wrote postcards from a planet.
We have added two groups of objects together using the
language of addition and the symbols + and =. We also put
WELL DONE!
numbers in order to ten or to twenty. We put a collection of
pants in order of size and measured some of them using
sticks of multilink cubes. Some of the children even measured a pair using
centimetres.
REMINDER
Your child needs to wear warm clothing every day (including hats, tights,
warm footwear and gloves) as we go outside each day. Please can you make
sure they are able to do up their fastenings independently.
Waveney Class’s Star of the Week is Scarlett Adams who made a super
alien and wrote sentences independently . Well done, Scarlett, we hope you
have fun with Star the Pony!

HOME LEARNING!
NURSERY Look for shapes around your house. Can you find something that is a circle,
triangle, rectangle and square.
RECEPTION Next week we will be learning about 3D shapes. Look in your cupboards at
the different kinds of boxes. Can you find some that roll and some that slide?
Well done to everyone who made an alien. All the teachers were very
impressed with your creations. We hope you all had fun making them.
The winning maker was Rio Impey. We hope you enjoy spending your
£5 book voucher.
Have a super weekend! The Early Years Team

